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SBf filter tip Olympics
To those who 

object Rothman’s say people are enti
tled to their views and jolly good 
luck to them.We are a commercial firm

||4 THE rAGKAG/NGr

feller at

*

o

t25,UOO w11]
50 million 
Ro thman’s

OH,YEAH ? 

NEXT 
(S3UE.FOLKS'

responsible to our shareholders.We 
are in this to get goodwill for the 
company.

Ip when
s Olympic Boxes 

and tobacconists.

reach the target ul

Almost every sport 
in this country has it’s tame cigar
ette firm backing some of it’s fixtu
res .Not only are cigarettes,like sport, 
mass consumer goods,but how better to 
dispel the smokers’national fear of a 
cancer-ridden death than by coupling 
his killer with a burstingly healthy 
sportsman.’’Help win medals for
BRITAIN I’’Buy Rothman’s King Size and 
our brave boys will be a little 
nearer victory!

Every packet bought 
between now and August 1st.will 
contain.a voucher worth
placed in the Rothman’ 
now littering pubs

take me to pour leaker
. . A

the York conference told me that at 
any political meeting he went to he 
could work out the hierarchy.So I of 
course asked him what he thought ORA’ 
was.

So here it is:
1) Keith Nathan.
2) Laurance Otter.
3) Trevor Bavage.
4) Roy Heath.

He hastened to add that no.4 was 
ris in

To
require the smoking of 
cigarettes,but despite 
publicity,it takes little difference 
if you give up your* coupon or not 
since Rothman have guarranteed the 
Olympic Appeal £25,000 anyway.

The actual effect 
the campaign will to convince the
smoker that he is killing himself in 
a good cause.

Rothman’s admit that the 
administrative costs of the campaign 
will be at least £10,000.Would it not 
therefore be easier for the Appeal if 
Rothmans just gave them £35,000 
straight of f ?Well ,yes ,but what would 
be in it for Rothman’s?

QUOTE:
Quote published in a London 

evening newspaper from a leading 
tobacco company boss:”0ne cigarette 
is as good as another nowadays,we 
just in the packaging business”.

‘'WE ARE Ji/ST
6USINE5S.*
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"5HE’s RIGHT. I CMft SHOOT 
STRAIGHT.*

foisting upon them goods 
useless or dubious in value

In 1941 the Russian
Encyclopedia defined advertising 
’’Hullabaloo, a means of swindling 
people and
frequently
value".

The

MARY, THEY’LL NEVER 
RELIEVE THIS f

One of the most notable 
things „the York conference was the 
lack of participation by the women, 
and when they did,us men were as 
patronising as HelllOne would hope 
that at* future conferences ORA women 
would be more attacking.I am sure that 
this would wear thin the liberated 
skin on ORA men and reveal their true 
B.M.C. natures.

rrtiaiontet*

1972 Great Soviet Encyclo
pedia, however, describes advertising 
as:"The popularisation of goods with 
aim of selling them,the creation of 
demand for these
of consumers with their quality,part- 
ular features, and th‘e location of their 
sales and the explanation of their 
use".

British admen say the new defin
ition is "Very fairly state

M IND ON 
ICE-PICKS! 

it’S a man’s life in tljf

Quote:"I dislike 
es in general,that is of 
eneral statement". 

George 
Woodcock.

the drug.
R.N.the morning after

5

Brugs -Opium is the opium of the people.
There is nothing inherently revolutio 
nary about drug taking. (True,but it’s 
nice!Prod.Collective.)

The Chinese were 
forced into the Opium Wars;the South
ern American States blacks doped them 
selves into acceptance of slavery;the 

' Glasweigans have bewied themselves „ 
into a stupor since before the Indust 
rial Revolution-not one of these
peoples derived a revolutionary con
sciousness from their drugs.

This is
I 

not to say that there no points of 
contradiction and consciousness rais
ing potential in taking-the drugs.The 
present drug-taker may come up against 
a repressive state,and may learn from 
this.Any consciousness was not derived 
from
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KNOW, GERT, WORK AIN'T WOT (T USEO To BE!

Ill

prices to 
the British

just an ex
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formulate a concrete economic alternative 
economics student, so this 

present economy is

Since we all want a different society we need to be thinking out concrete 
alternatives rather than slogans and references to Spain and Russia a long time 
ago in a different situation. At the moment revolutionaries are creating their own 
social groups to try and live in a different way but as yet we ve yet to try and 

.I’m not an expert economist, -—*•
article is just an attempt to discuss general
dependent on the flow of money.

The above diagre
available to consumers to buy products comes from their wages and salaries. 
Governments have attempted to divert production into exports by reducing the amount 
of money available to consumers by taxation,unemployment, and incomes policies to a 
higher level* . -r ? '■'■■■ ‘ ■ k

If you take the domestic economy in isolation,the system is stable since any 
increase in wages and salaries can be compensated for by an increase in 
maintain profitability. This is inflation. The only



rate of inflation is greater than comp
etitors in the international market. 
That means that British exports become 
more expensive and less competitive. 
This wouldn’t matter if it wasn’t for 
international competition and the inter
national monetary system which makes a 
deficit in the balance of payments a 
crisis. At the moment, currencies are 
ceasing to relate and a trade war is on 
the cards. This means that governments 
will have to try and hold down wages by 

of freeing us from purely mechanical 
actions. If the technology is used 
properly with the right cultural changes 
we could have a leisure society.

* • • • • * •

Right we take over the.factories 
and work places. So how can we run them 
and the economy. I think that money 
will have to be replaced by a system of 
credit. The problem is that money is 
the power to consume which is related 

.not to ptoduction but to market forces 
which are now beyond anybody’s control. 
The problems of giving everybody the

every means possible.
Another factor to be considered 

is technical advance which reduces the
number of workers. Containerisation is 
reducing jobs for dockers. "Rationali- 
sati '• " f industry using new plant 
also gives industry the capacity to 
produce more with less workers. White 
collar workers are now as numerous as 
blue collar worker- * without their 
traditional solidaix • mt this is 
only ‘enipomrv. ’er tech-
riology was use . . then there would 
be also a sharp re auction of white adn 
collar workers. Work has been ttans-
fered from production to services,
administration, and the culture industries 
education and advertising.

"take what too need" 
THEY SAID. So I WENT
ALdNO TO THE SHOPS.

Ilie political effects have been both 
positive and negative. The working 
class has been further divided up between 
white and blue collar and now increasingly 
employed and unemployed. Any idea of a 
monolithic working class is out. Other 
groups have become more important than 
previously, Traditional politics have bee 
mainly concerned with just economic discor. 
tents but while these still exist people

same income and of keeping the power to 
consume in line with production to 
prevent inflation and upset in the 
international economy are just too 
complicated and could only be done by 
a massive bureacracy. With technology 
there’s a simpler way. In.America 
there are computor cash desks which . 
calculate the purchases and check 
mat the credit card (only the poor 
use money) has enough credit, and 
then adjusts the balance. In a credit 
system people would take what they 
wanted from the shops registering 
it on therr credit cards. A computor 
link up would be constantly sending 
back the results to the workers’ 
organisations controlling production

A computor grid would mean that in
formation and future predictions 
would be available at any time to 
production and planning organisations 
Production would be geared to the 
level of demand.

The immediate objection put by 
most people would be that money does 
at least limit the power to con
sume, if you have no limit people

who have been 
wealth have

brought up with more mater 
ome more concerned with

cultural oj 
ai> midnes<

I ave

->ions such as
r" an t

racism, sexism 
’f a 1 ’ we 
is capable

will try and furnish palaces. If 
people are that stupid then the 
limit is the productive capacity of 
the factories. But we really have to 
look at what people want, why do they 
want it, and what effect it has.

now a ♦
I
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cultural chan- 
are happening

base and is try- 
forms which are

The result has been the 
distinct cultural

formation of 
whi ch

This.is a cultural question. I say . 
there are three types of expenditure 
subsistance , socially necessary, and 
higher status, Subsistance is what 
you need to.keep alive, socially 
necessary being what you need to con
form to the minimum requirements.of a 
culturally conditioned life style, 
and higher status is fairly obvious. 
The importance of any -different type 
of expenditure depends where you are 
in the social hierarchy. In the past 
when productive capacity was low 
goods were peoduced to last. With the 
development, of capitalism we see the 
growth of faster style changes as 
productive capacity begins to exceeed 
productive capacity begins to exceed 
the
10%
all
are
ion 

The new style groups haven’t the power 
to take over industry while if the old- >/
style groups took over industry they 
wouldn’t know what to do with it. No
body has attempted to relate or svn'h 
esise the different approaches. This 
article is only the first hazy sketch. 
We need- to fill a vacuum and I hope this 
article will set the people asking que
stions and initiating discussion.

• ' 
V

* ■
I

capacity to consume. In America
of the labour force could supply
its industrial needs. The rest 
in war or social status product- 

, or services. In order simply.to
keep production growing, goods are 
produced to wear out quicker not just 
in mechanical terms but in cultural 
terms. The results have been pollution 
wasteage of natural resources, and $n ■ 
exclusivelymaterialistic culture. In 
human terms people are kept doing al
ienating work or on welfare.
CULTURE
Our problem must be to free people 
from alienating work so they can live 
in a very different way.
in fact we must reduce and change pro
duction. We can produce things to last 
which will slow down the wasteage. Aut
omation and better use of technology will 
cut down the work. Equally important will 
be the cultural changes.
The necessary cultural changes are al
ready taking place. The ethics of hard 
work and thrift appropriate to small bus
inessmen and shopkeepers became the ethic 
of hard work and thrift appropriate 
of developing capitalism. With the sudden 
changes from the scarcity to relative 
affluence the accepted life-style became 
one of the quick acquisition and disposal 
"f surplus material. Culture was indust- • -
nalised by advertising to provide the 
market for increased production. But this 
ethic is being challenged by a leisure 
rather than material ethic, which grew up 
from taking affluence or sufficiency for 
granted. This ethic accepts materials but 
considers other things to be important, 

a
st r-

uggling to find a social
ing to create new social
essentially communist.
INDUSTRY
We have a situation were 
ges and economic changes
simultaneously, and in relationship to 
one another. The more industry developes 
in the direction of increased capacity 
with less work or even if we have a re
cession and just increased unemployment, 

. the more important become the cultural 
contradictions. So what will be the fut- . •
ure industrial and cultural patterns 
after the revolution?
I see industry developing on two levels.
One would be on a craft level and devel- • * •
op within the social^framework of the 
commune. I don’t expect this process to 
happen immediately since there will still 
be plenty of people sticking more or less 
to the old lifestyles. This is the logir- 
cal development of existing social chan
ges. rhe economic changes will set the 
stage for a much more fundamental cult
ural revolution by removing economic and 
social pressure to conform to a certain 
lifestyle. In order to replace the exist 
ing culture the communes must have an 
economic base to develope and multiply. 
I am not saying that we have to force a 
certain culture down anybody’s throats 
but that a process of natural selection - 
will operate. Different cultural groups 
will exist side by side for a while but 
future trends are for a very different 
culture.
At the moment the Left is divided bet
ween the old life-style economic based 
groups and between culture based groups 
which don’t accept any traditional class 
identity. The old life-style groups are 
stuck in a past analysis'whi1e the new 
style groups have yet to construct a 
coherent theory.
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someone who feels sorry
I am with women, and men, and 

of any, in the 
need a different

is supplied by

Womens Liberation
JL and RN, and the comments by AV 
deserve consideration because they 
both the comprehensible striving for 
freedom and the mental confusion which 
drives it into every kind of wrong 
turning. If that sounds fighting talk 
it is meant to be (RN at least will know 
there is no animosity involved). I am 
against Womens Libs - not because I 
disapprove its aspirations, out because 
is mistaken in its approach to them 
and its viewing the part instead of 
the whole. I believe in the emancip
ation of all mankind without distin - 
ction of sex. I am not going to say that 
I sympathvse with women,, because a 
sympathiser is
for vou

J

androgynes if
conviction that w»
kind of society.

Really, the answer
JL and RN in their opening point. They

Thus, 
why it is that women as a 

cannot be liberated under capit- 
” If this and what precedes 

the"bc.sic tenet” that exploit .at ioi 
repression of groups innumerable are 
simple,inescapable consequences of 
fact that wc live under capitalism
true,what follows? I agree with the 

s ciy: ”
pl ain.. .,
group

ism now
it-
and
are
the
are
tenet and the statement. They lead me to 
cor elude,however, that one would waste 
one’s time dr.awing up points aimed at 
emancipating women ’’under capitalism
row.”

Again,JL and RN head into a con
centric circle in their paragraph on 
the nuclear family. In it,they sav, 
women are restricted,children are 
restricted;men are restricted. True 
and worth saying. Some Women’s Lib

propoganda talks as if women are the 
only cross bearers in society. A 
picture on Jill Tweedie’s page the
other week showed a woman with a banner 
saying ”1 don’t get paid for washing 
nappiies”- which annoys me because
(a)I’ve almost certainly washed more 
nappies than she,(b) I don’t get paid 
for gardening,window-cleaning,errands, 
odd jobs etc. and (c) such claims (hers 
or mine) are the depth of puerility. 
But,to return to the point,if JL and 
KN and I'are right that we’re restricted 
and sold short,what would be achieved 
by the series of measures they would 
propose? I think one can fairly say the 
achievement would only be an exchange 
of female bondage for male,out of one
cage,into another. JL, RN and AV are 
entitled to argue if they wish that 
it’s a more comfortable cage;but let us
not pretend it Is liberation.
% ’

A7 expresses some of my own thoughts 
about the reforms demanded. I agree 
with her,for example,that twenty-four- 
hour nurseries have a strong battery
chicken implication. What strikes me 
over all,however,is that they are all 
reforms. Except for the cwo "campaign" 
iterns,against women’s magazines and the 
commercial promotion of pulchritude, 
each one is a demand for the State to 
institute or enforce. Apart from the 
mild surprise at finding anarchists in 
this position,it seems clear to me that 
the direction is the one opposite from 
anyone’s liberation. More legislation 
an d enf orcement me an s mo re machine ry 
be done by governments or bureaucrats.” 
Why then does she say "most of the 
demands should be encouraged?”

Some of the points made border,!
fear,on the futile. Battle successfully 
fcr control over everyone’s lives. AV 



shows herself aware of this by speaking 
of "anarchist-who know that it can’t 
against women’s magazines for their 
content,and they’ll change to somet
hing acquiescent to the new atmosphere 

and equally enslaving in another way- 
vide demand (f),perhaps how to hang a 
mortgage millstone around your neck 
instead of how to make Minced Beef a la 
Khazi. I am not being deteatist; it is ’ 
simply that while you try to get these 
minuscule silk purses out of the monst
rous sow’s ear of capitalism ,commerce 
is way ahead of you. Have you net 
heard that the legalization of cannabis, 
for which people argued 
passionately,is eagerly

and demonstrated 
awaited by the

American tobacco companies with the
packets already printed? One does not 
have to think far for possible parallel 
results from an anti-fashion and anti
falsity campaign.

Nor do T know where AV gets her 
anthropol ogi c.al-social general i sat ions 
My concern with them is that they cont
ribute to a body of Women’s Lib fiction 
that does not help but harms the cause 
of geral emancipation. For instance,it 
is just not true that the small monogamous 
monogamous family is a product of 
modern capitalism. Likewise,Tshould like 
like to hear justification for the
unqualified statement that ’’men feel 
their virility depends on their
domination over their families.” No 
doubt some men do,just as some men 
identify masculine status with being 
mighty beer-drinkers and fist-threat- 
eners . But as a universal analysis,no.

"MEN SAY UIE CANT po UfTHOUT 
THEM. OH YEAH?"

Mv own observations on liberation 
J

and family life would require more

LEFT THE PART/!"’’DAKLlMCr, 1VE

T an e x pe c ' the 0 . R . A , 
to give me. The matter 
course,on the family. The 
family has been with us 
the history of' the developed 

from the days of the
There

space than
Newsletter
cent res,of
monogamous
throughout
society, i,e
great barbarian civilizations, 
are many presumptions today that it is 
no longer consonant with man’s aware
ness of himself (includes herself,) 
but it satisfies his needs to the 
extent that no alternative is percep
tible: the needs including stability, 
sex and a balance between privacy and 
hubbub. The distinction which has to 
be made is between the family as a human 
grouping, and the family as it is under 
capitalism. r >r capitalism the family 
is vital,because in it we work the
social roles required of us economically 
This is the heart of the fuss about 
censorship and permissiveness; if licen
tiousness becomes rife monogamy will

.. . ju on rl t"Hnr. t.tVi . . r £. 1 1 1 th*d
so, at1east,some of ther

and then wh-r
f ami 1 y'« ",e ?
thinx,

>iven the monogamous family and 
capitalism’s arrangements,you have th 
home and the children, <and the bread
winner who goe. s out to'work end 
supports th-»n, Ther has, therefore, to 
be a division. of labour. There is no 
reason why it should be the male who 
goes out to woik and the female who 
stays at home: the roles c in be and 
have been reversed,but that doesn’t 
alter the position. In my experience, 
most women regard th- division as a 
perfectly fair one. A man works all his 
life, they- say, and brings home wage^ 
and provides necessities and comfcrts; 
it is reasonable to feed him and tend a 
Pl e as ant home.

4
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a new humane society.
• ’h.'r is NOT a member
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7Tie problems

The are still 
the assumption that women 
ancient working-class wisdom 
fucked and poorly shod. -• 
campaigns therefore to alter 

. It is an understandable 
There is a 

an
is there?)

J
*

as mu ch 
people. 
ize the 
the re

on the Women's Lib wagon,their own place 
for women members is a tea-cup and
typewritter-fodder.

At whatever social level, law and 
custom- which are, it must be remembered 
the rules for running capitalism - are 
one the side of the rajahs
pervaded by
are best,as
has it,well
Women’s Lib
law and custom
reaction,but a mistaken one.
piece in the Bible (no reason why
atheist can’t refer to it,
which expresses my point: this fellow 
smote down all those who were in high 
places, but the high places remained. 
The subjugation of one group by
another black by white
not -have,
bureaucrat
the deeper
society is

wanted from men. 
fi^ty times mere 
husband would rai 
the poor its all

of
I

Vf V'T’C . .

ORA.

YOO RE4USE OF THAT THf
capitalist Ecomom/c sySTfH HAS 

PRODUCED ALIEM^TIO/V; 55IOK),
FRUSTRATION f AT40M Of

Wi exploitation....... ’

grievance? arise 
because equitable set-up is exceeded. 
Commonly in marriage,the husband is a 
rajah laying down from the outset how 
he requires things to be. (Not, I think, 
to prove virility but because that is 
the nature of social expectation.) 
Shopping, I hear women say, often:

T couldn’t give my husband that-he 
raise the roof if I put it in front
him!” I’'ce known a man shout his wife 
up from a distant kitchen to where he 
sat with feet up,and say "Pour us 
another cup of tea, love” -with teapot 
and cup beside? him. 1 must say (though 
I am unsure whether HL,RN and AV will 
ngree) this: does not infuriate me nearly 

as other attitude in ’’superior” 
Incidents like those character- 
old tribal custom and morality:

is always a chance tl.it the rajah 
w; : 1 get spat in the. eye,

rrthe .attitudes! find far more objec
tionable are those displayed in 
’’Penthouse” and othe?.*s,and by many better 
to-do people 1 know. Here, the. idea of 
a woman having serious opinions merits 
amused patronage: well, she’s got a bit 
of spirit, and we all cease her for 
being so bold. Not long ago the pretty 
young wife cf a director friend expla’ 
that she saw nothing for women to be 
liberated from. After all, she said, 
women had any number of effective 
stratagems for getting everything they

This strikes me as 
repugnant than”My
se t:e roof.” Among* 
a battle anyway;wi th

the socially sati sficd.what is being said 
is ”1 arr doing all. right out of being 
unequal.” 1 am bound to note also that 
radicals are not at all exempt from 
either frame of mind. As one who has 
been around left groups,! see with
jaundiced eve that while thev all lean 
•J

, have by
female by male,claimant by 
- is a series of aspects of 
division on which capitalist 
founded.

Specifically, if women win every 
one of the rights demanded by Women’s 
Lib,they will still be slaves: because 
under capitalism we (the nine-tenths) 
all are. I am not arguing that no 
protest should be made. On the 
contrary,I want to see everyone on 
their feet hollering: about sex, 
inequality, about race and class and 
poverty and exploitation and every 
other manifestation of the society we 
live in.But when it comes to translat
ing fury into political practice,JL and 
RN are right: "women as a group
cannot be liberated under capitalism 
now.” The consequent logic is that 
demands for reform can produce,at best, 
gains which are marginal or trivial, 
and at worst a reiteration of Orwell’s 
conviction that progress is a swindle 
anyway. Women’s emancipation can only 
come with men’s,and the only sensible 
movement for it is one which seeks the 
abolition of capitalism and its replace 
replacement by

NEED
ALWAYS KEEP 
THFIR MOCTTHS thuAP) 

and the/a W0H6S
- EHMAOPEN

G-OLDHAN.
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tenants put on a campaign of harassing 
the G.L.C. councillors that lasted for
3 months- a wonderful campaign,but one 
that perhaps only people rendered des
perate by unendurable conditions and the 
knowledge that they had nothing to lose 
could have carried on so long.

Among the campaign’s activities 
were

1) The business and home telephones of 
all councillors continually by teams of 
tenants ringing up day and night comp
laining then leaving the receivers off.

2) The councillors were unable to go 
anywhere without being confronted by 
angry tenants. In the pubs they used 
their friends learned to avoid them,for 
sooner or later they’d be surrounded by 
angry and vociferous tenants.

3) Their comfortable mansions would be 
invaded by tenants with their children 
and rats from the ’’Estate” would be 
brought too,to show the councillors , and 
by accident released inside the
councillors’ lovely homes.

4) Loads of coal,fertiliser,sawdust, 
and so on, would be dumped outside their 
mansions,on the gardens,drives,anywhere.

’t going to be a vague

These tenants
group of dwellings called an Estate in 
Bromley-by-Bow. The flats were moul
dering, crumbling,infested with rats 
which often enough bit the tenants’ 
kids. Over a period of years,all comp
laints ,protests and deputations of 
tenants to the G.L.C. had been contemp
tuously ignored.

It was in 1968 that some of the 
tenants contacted the East London 
Libertarian Group and asked if the 
could help. The group told the tenants 
at a general Estate meeting that they’d 
gladly give what help they could,but 
that there was only one solution to 
their problem, and that was:
"If they make your lives a misery, 

make their lives a misery."
In order to succeed a "make their 

lives a misery" campaign had to be a 
100% united job and tenants must be 
prepared for a fairly protracted cam
paign. "If you’re all in it together, 
you’re O.K. but if the manage to split 
you they’ll be able to get some of you 
jailed and the campaign will just fade 
out. You might get fed-up at times 
if it lasts a month or more and no si on 
of the G.L.C. giving way,but if you 
want a decent home for your kids this 
is the only way."

Well sir,those tenants decided to 
do it the Direct Action way. By Christ 
those flats on that estate must have 
been fucking awful,for the 300 flat-

"I must have it
• - ■. iifu i t
re ver)

isn
statement about what could happen if 
everybody does so-and-so with lots of 
publicity, demos and meetings and all 
the other trimmings which are so much 
wasted fucking energy if the problem 
stays unsolved.

This statement is based on
experience-the experience of 300 
common-orgarden council ten ants,who 
fought the G.L.C.
1968 and made
unconditional
G.L.C.

"Someone" had ordered these loads in the 
councillors name, adding,
by then don’t
front door"
find anyone to show you where it goes.

The G.L.C. tried the old splitting 
tactics,they tried bribery,they tried 
the old smear technique,saying the

' z // L'b
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East LondonLibertarian Group was doing 
it all”a tightly -knit group of polit
ically motivated men” act with all the 
stops out. All failed them. Finally,

ROUGH ENL OF A PINEAPPLE 
after 3 months of the tenants campaign 
campaign, the G.L.C. acknowledged 
defeat. All the tenants were re-housed 
in the new G.L.C. blocks; when the
G.L.C. rents went up shortly after
wards,the now cowed G.L.C. hastened 
to re-assure the ex-”Estate” tenants, 
”No! Not your rents-they’re not going 
up.’”

This is not a fairy-tale,its the 
truth. And those were not Supertenants 
they were ordinary people. They tried 
the Libertarian Group’s ideas out of 
desperation; they’d tried everything 
else,and got no joy. Having fuck-all 
to lose,they tried harassing the 
harassers and it worked]

This technique can.be applied to 
all harassers;

1) Fuzz who go out of their way to 
fuck people about. Whether the people 
are undermining the government or 
just under the weather after chucking
out-time,makes no odds. If the cop in 
question is a proved harasser,he 
needs harassing.

2) S.S.Supervisors and other S.S. 
officials who go even beyond the lousy 
S.S. regulations in denying help to

those in dire need,are especially,in 
my opinion,in need of having their 
lives made a misery,for they certainly 
abuse this power to make numerous 
ordinary people’s lives a misery^ 
the people they’re paid to help.

I don’t need to go through the card 
detailing all the different kinds of 
bastards with vested authority who 
delight in harassing us,the PEEPUL’. 
They should all,of course,be fucked 
with the rough end of a pineapple,or a 
ragman’s-trumpet if no pineapple is 
available. However,I think we should 
temper justice with mercy,and just 
subject them to the same treatment they 
mete out to their victims.

After a harasser has been haras- * 
sed enough to tame his harassing urge 
down,I suggest the demonstration, 
petition,and lobby-Parliament enthus
iasts can go ahead with their plans. ’ 
It will be a nice rounding off to the 
main plan
HARASS THE HARASSERS!
P.S.Know what the G.L.C. did after re

housing those tenants? They moved 
another crowd of people into those same 
rotten,fucking dwellings on that Estate 
How’s their form,eh? The brothel-bred 
bastards of political mongrels,they 
were never bom,but hatched out against 
a wall in the fucking sun.’ Its a good 
job for them I don’t go in for vulgar 
abuse.
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a Solidarity pamphlet
Reviewers often start by talking 

of their qualifications to review the 
particular work,which I suppose is as 
good a start as any. My qualifications 
seem to be limited,not being an 
economist or knowing too much of 
various political theories. Indeed I 
never made it to the Solidarity seminar 
on this pamphlet so I can”t say how 
they answered some of the criticism 
I’ve heard expressed about it.

My immediate and subsequent 
reactions on reading it were it was a 
long over-due attempt to analyse the

problems and structure of a self
managed society. For too long libertar
ians have been content to demolish the 
common Marxist ideas of a future 
socialist society and say only in 
opposition that ’’the people will decide 
all issues etc.” or something equally 
vague(if true).

The key idea in this pamphlet is 
that the workers themselves can control 
fully and democratically any of the 
processes of modem society. Those who 
would argue that it is the things and

processes of capitalism that are at
fault e.g. industrialisation,the 
monster growth of cities,arms produc
tion, fantasti c array of consumer goods 
etc. would possibly not agree with this 
pamphlet which takes as its base the 
fact that these are produced by exp
loitation and are not necessarily bad 
in themselves. Or to develop this 
further it is capitalism itself that 
has to be destroyed not always the 
things capitalism can and does produce. 

This is brought out in the preface 
(which is probably tne best review 
of the pamphlet that could be written) 
which says that they could be attacked 
for talking of tne transformation if
work instead of its abolition-* But such 
is the capacity of our minds for
mutually incompatible ideas that the 
very comrades who talk of abolishing all 
wcr.\ will take it for granted that, 
under socialism,lights will go on when 
they press switches.......................... ’

The preface itself is by Solidarity 
and is fairly obviously intended as an 
answer to most of the criticisms 
likely to be levelled at the pamphlet. 
The fact of its being written in 1957 is 
stressed because of the undue weight 
attached to the role of the industrial
proletariat,and no mention being made of 
womens liberation,minority group
struggles,the’vouth revolt’,and 1itt■e

L

coi. foiling that has been be
from the media and advertising,me recants. *
But as a short review in FREEDOMS 13/5/72) 
stated ’’The society described is pretty 
much that envisaged by Kropotkin and 
William Morris.’ This is true that the 
main principles of libertarian socialist 
organisation are re-stated. But what is 
important is tne integration of all new 
developments since those days and the 
basing of the pamphlet on the events in 
Hungary inl956 when workers did take 
cont rol.

/



The main criticism people have 
made of this pamphlet seem to be
1) It envisages a mechanistic of tech
nocratic future.
2) The ideas and plan"Factoriesn would 
encourage a developing bureaucracy.
3) The society immediately after the 
revolution is seen by the author as 
being a transitional one before the 
establishing of full communism.
I would suggest that in l)people who 
have expressed this are put off by the 
language used to describe future econom 
economic organisation. Words like 
capital, investment,wages productivity 
are still used,but to denote concepts 
which will have taken on vastly 
different functions-’the role of money 
is radically altered from the moment 
where it can no longer be a means of 
accumulation (the means of production 
being owned in common) or as a means of 
exerting social pressure(wages being 
equal). And (in talking of wages and 
money) ’As we are seeking here to get 
to grips with realities and are
not fighting against words we see no 
objection to calling these tokens,wages 
and these units,money.’
The underlying point in this being that 
the decision-making still rests with 
the people(who are in the last resort 
armed) who decide what,how many and by

After a plan has been adopted the 
task of the plan factory will be to 
constantly bring up to date the facts 
on which the plan was based.......’

The difference between centralis t 
centralisation as as separate indep
endent apparatus with its coercive 
functions and the centralisation 
needed for information purposes to 
run the economy is one brought out 
strongly. Those who would argue that 

everything should be decentralised are 
asked in a Solidarity foonote whether 
they mean everything e.g.’electricity, 
aircraft schedules,importong their own 
tea,building their own neuro-surgical 
centres?’

The pamphlet suggests, for centr
alisation, a Central Assembly of Wor
kers’ Councils based on the Federat
ion of Workers’ Councils with carefu
lly defined and circumscribed powers. 
This is contrasted with present cent
ralisation where information flows to 
the centre and orders are transmitted 
out. The contrast between the two is 
further reinforced by the assertion 
that the Central Assembly would be an 
instrument of popular power not a 
delegation. The ideas and plan factori 
es (Solidarity’s niche after the rev
olution according to the more cynical) 
are also intended in the same way.

what means tilings are to be produced and 
how society is to be run.

The targets of the plan will be 
determined by society as a whole... 
Before any proposals are voted on,the 
plan factory will work out and present 
to society as a whole the implications 
and consequences of the plan. This will 
result in a vast increase in the area 
of real democracy(i.e. of deciding in 
full knowledge -of the rclevant facts.)

The third objection seems to be 
more valid. I must admit to not knowing 
the full Marxist implications of
transitional, but it conjures up the 
absurdities of ’deformed’ and ’degener
ated’ workers’ states. There is afairly 
detailed analysis of the primary and 
static view of workers management and 
then of the dynamic by whuch the truly 
libertarian society can emerge in the



decide in the plan

From the all organisations,even ORA.We al so

that not all the views shown 
ORA members,so there!

in
want peoples actual experience with 
the lessons drawn.The centre pages 
article is excellent.If only we had 
more like that.’We’d also like to point 
out that
are from

Although this pamphlet is primarily 
concerned with the. economic question, 
there is still much more to ft than 
has been mentioned. The problems of 
agriculture, of consumer representation 
of the likely persistence of political 
groupings into the new society, of the 
myths of technocracy are all analysed 
as well as the shortcomings of Lenin” 
ism, the perpetual conflict necessary 
for the survival of capitalism and the 
vision of a future free society.

Solidarity hope to start wide- 
ranging discussions on the ideas in thi: 
pamphlet and I hope other people and 
groups will begin to write on tome of 
the issues only briefly mentioned in it 
which would then present a coherent 
framework of ideas for anarchists and 
libertarians involving all recent 
development s.
To counter criticism as expressed 2), 
it might be as well to quote th? 
fol lowing:
’The role of the plan factorv won’t be 
to decide in the plan....,,..

economic field, through the domination 
of the work process. In the author’s 
sense ’transitional’ involves the 
elimination of exploitation immediat
ely. otherwise there can be no trans
ition to communism atall.• » 

In a rather different way the 
recent controversy over ’’Revolution
ary ’’ pacifism in Freedom has high
lighted one of the problems involved 
ln a society in a state of transition 
between the old and the new. The fact 
that not all people will be at the same 
level of consciousness (an argument 
beloved of the dictatorship of the 
proletariat buffs) means that the revo 
lution still has to be argued for after 
it has taken place and, in this sense, 
any society would be a transitional 
□ne. And to actually physically change 
society to utilise all the needed 
resources will take time (assuming 
that most people don’t want just to 
destroy it and live in near poverty)

Production 
Collective

Producing this magazine has been a 
very satisfying experience but also 
very frustrating experience for all 
of us in the production collective. 
Satisfying because for most of us 
this is our first experience of doing 
something productive and creative that 
we actually enjoy.Frustrating because 
we feel that a lot of the material we 
were sent in does not justify the 
effort we put into producing it. Also 
the fact that many of the articles we 
were promised failed to arrive on time 
or didn’t arrive at all has made prod 
uction 3 times as difficult as it 
ought to have been.Also the lack of 
commitment from comrades has meant 
that editorial and production have 
had to be combined.

Basically we want 
the Newsletter to get out of the 
jargon-ridden rut that most of the 
Left is still in and extend the range 
of revolutionary theory in language 
that most people can understand. We 
don’t want to handle some of the crap 
that passes for revelutionarv theory

Those 
articles which have been held back 
will be considered at the next edit
orial meeting.

We want more people in 
so if you want to learn how to produce 
in litho then contact us c/o London 
ORA.

"DO I HAVE TO ?"



The Commitment group initiated last 
year’s anti-census campaign and the 
attempt to block Oxford Street to 
traffic in December.

It started in the 
summer of 1970,when people on the 
Left of the Young Liberals attacked 
the motion which YL national officers 
were putting to-and most of which was 
carried by-the Liberal Party Assembly 
advocating a "dual approach",working 
both inside and outside the official 
electoral structures.The suspicion 
was that community politics was to be 
used as a base for getting votes 
rather than for creating direct demo
cracy and self-management.

In the next 
six months,the new group gained in 
membership,mainly concentrated on the 
South East,elaborated it’s criticisms 
of the "election-geared social work", 
and took part in a number of actions, 
such as the dumping of rubbish on 
Wandsworth Council steps in support 
of the dustmen’s strike.

In A: * ’ ’
1971, Commitment organised the 
campaign against the national cens , 
on the grounds of if its interference 
with individual privacy, and gained 
considerable press coverage and supp
ort, including a cautious speech by 
Jeremy Thorpe, who later backed down. 

The YL annual

I conference that month elected Peter 
Hain chairman against Chris Green, the 
party nominee, and Brian Milton, the 
Commitment candidate. Hain came to. 
office with a radical image won from 
^is role in the Stop the Seventy Tour 
Campaign.uver the coming year,the 
image became increasingly tarnished, 
the radicalism increasingly compromis 
ed.

At that stage,Commitment still saw 
its role as working through the YL 
structures in trying to get support 
for its policies and actions.But 
increasingly,it met opposition from 
the YL leadership and despite the 
noise it made at national executives 
and so forth,was dfeated time after 
time.
The Party Assembly in September 1971 
saw further compromises by the YL 
officers,particulary over the Party’s 
proposals to introduce a membership 
system to curb "anarchists and liber
tarian socialists".
The idea of working through YL struc
tures was gradually abandoned.Instead 
the emphasis was put on using the YLs 
as a platform,a collection of people, • 
attracted by the vague radical image, 
from whom some could be found to join 
in Commitment activities.

The largest
scale of these was the attempt to 
block Oxford Street to traffic in 
protest at the damage done by cars to 
city centres.

A motion of support put 
to the YL National Executive was def
eated due to opposition from the lead 
ership.Commitment found it had to rely 
more on outside libertarian and ecol- 
logical groups.

Ln the event,the st reet was 
blocked for only a few minutes, 
although the point did seem to get 
across to the shoppers there and in 
the Press.There were 44 arrests,of 
whom 21 were Young Liberals.

The next
day’s papers gave credit primarily to 
the YLs.Despite the fact that only 
the YL South East federation supported 
the action,such distinctions were lost 
to the pub lie.The people who had sat 
on cricket pitches were now seen to 
have taken to blocking roads.
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the mirage of 
libertarian

reduction of the the 
in the YLs.The recent

•,Croydon.

Anderson .

accelerated the
Commi tmen t role 
conference showed a high degree of 
polarisation and distrust.When Hain 
finished his speech after being re
elected, pro-Party YLs gave him a stad 
standing ovation,while Commitment 
delegates sat silent.

All the develop
ments since Commitment’s inception 
have pointed to the difficulty of re
conciliation with the YL national 
officers,the impossibility of gaining 
majority support through the national 
structures,the dangres of gaining 
credibility on the Left for an organ 
isation we regard as reformist,and the 
necessity of increasing co-operation 
with people outside the YLs.

The confl-
through have sharpen 
a distinctive ident- 
a clearer ideological 
18 months ago.Yet 

icts it has been
ed it’s sense of
ity and given it
line than we had
that identity and line are largely de 
defined against that of the YLs:a 
refusal to compromise with party 
politics,a rejection of
a”Parliamentary road to
socialism.”

The recent Commitment 
meeting saw the need to develop 
beyond beihg simply ’’the left wing 
the Young Liberals .’’Three possible 
future roles for the group have emer
ged:

(a) As an ecological crusade, 
drawing attention to the causes of 
the crisis of survival and dealing 
with the other issues primarily in 
relation to that crisis.

(b) As a group within the prop
osed Libertarian Alliance, concent ratt
ing mainly on more ’’working-class” 
issues,like industry and housing,

(c) As a libertarian left group 
with a distinctive type of libertarr 
ianism,described as ’’France May’68” 
or ’’like Solidarity,but a bit more 
counter-cultural.”

There was no clear 
majority for any of these three,and 
they were felt to be to a large extent 
compatible.The emphasis was on-in wha 
whatever way-moving out from the YLs 
into the libertarian left.

Membe rshi p 
is only vaguely defined,but is prob
ably about 60,with local groups in 
South London and St. Albans.

Anyone 
who wants more details should write 
to me at (term)Brasenose College, 
Oxford;(home:)42,Shirley Rd

Vi cto r
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Comrades must excuse the brevity & 
scrappiness of this report, due to current 
heavy pressure of work in my job. I will 
concentrate on giving the background to the 
international anarchist scene, and say some 
“thing further, about France in particular, 
as I have a reasonable amount of informat
ion about these, and little about otfier 
countries as of now (occasional contacts 
only).

des Federations Anarchistes) which was to
(a) act as a liason body, and (b) organise 
the next CIFA (Congress de 1’IFA). A number 
of CRIFA bulletins were put out from Paris 
by the ORA group, which was at the time in
side the FAF, the leading dogsbody and sec
retary continued to be Malouvier. The group’s 
decision to break with the FAF was not known 
to me personally until the Paris conference 
last year (it took place in 1968).

THE INTERNATIONAL ANARCHIST MOVEMENT
Apart from the creation of CIRA, the. anar
chist library in Switzerland, the London 
Conference of 1958 produced little except 
an international bulletin which lasted for 
a few years and then expired. Round 1^66 
some of the French and the exiles living in 
France (the Spaniards and Bulgarians - >
F.A.Iberica and U.A.B. respectively) got 
together and formed a Preparatory Commiss- , 
ion, of which the expressed aim was to 
summon another international conference. 
The Commissionin which Guy Malouvier soon 
came to the tore as secretary and chief
dogsbody, issued a number of bulletins, in
cluding both subject matter for the forth
coming congress and historical information. 
This was the origin of the Carrarra confer
ence in 1968, where Stuart Christie was the 
British delegate, and Cohn-Bendit, then 
making the headlines after the French events 
of May 1968, was also a British delegate.

The reason for this latter rather odd state 
°f affairs was that after initial discussion 
the Preparatory Commission had decided that 
the Congress should be open to delegates 
cwly from national Federations, except where 

i national movement did not possess such a 
federation, Cohn-Bendit, as a spontaneist, 
was not a member of the Federation Anarchiste 
Francaise, and thus could only attend Carr
arra as a member of a ’foreign’ delegation — 
the FAF refused to have him. The Cohn-Bendit 
’scene’ and Stuart’s walkout followed in the 
course of the congress, which accomplished 
little, apart from a small brochure on the 
future society and also Marxism-Leninism, 
published by the Spaniards. It was agreed on 
the last day of Carrarra to set up the CRIFA 
(Commission de Relations de 1 ’Intemationale 

The time and date for the Paris conference 
were soon settled, August 1971 in Paris. 
This conference was notable for confrontat
ions on various levels, details of which 
have appeared already in the IAF bulletin 
published by ORA(GB) from Harlow last year. 
Here I will briefly summarise: (a) there was 
a generation gap, especially noticeable bet
ween the exiles (FAIb, UAB, the Mexican,
Portuguese and others) and the groups legally 
active in their own countries (Belgium, Holl
and, Denmark, Norway, Scotland,Japan, Germany 
, most of the Italians, some of the French).

I
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The 
day

will take time 
which is capable 
of the Latins, 
often dangerous-

KILL 
THE 
PIQS!

THE FRENCH MOVEMENT
The present & recent past situation of the 
French movement is to say the least,contused 
The information on which this is based is 
reasonably accurate up to the begining of 
April this year.

hence in traditional anarchist terms,1 soft’. • 
This attitude has persisted since the cong
ress. Many of the Nordic delegations didn’t 
go for the histrionics which seem to charact
erise the public activity of our Latin com
rades. We had a bellyful of this at the Paris 
Conference.

• .

We have traditionally thought of the FAF as 
the main French anarchist movement, as its 
name implies. This is, however, no longer 
the case, in my opinion. Over the last 6 or 
7 years many groups have left it, including 
the ORA, which was originally a Parisian 
group within the FAF. Some of the complaints

JJ

It was. extremely difficult to get the exiles 
to understand that while we wished to learn 
from them, .we would NOT be dominated by them. 
Unfortunately international congresses are 
enormously significant to the exile movement, 
far.more so than their value to the anarchist 
movement. in general; (b) there was agap of 
temperament, between the anglo-saxons (the 
game youth.groups as above less the Italians 
and-the French), and the Latins (the exiles, 
some of the French, and the Latin Americans). 
This was reflected in a Latin.regard for the 
Aagl o-saxon movements to.be generally the 
product of

drawbacks of the exiles.

CRIFA, given to the Italians on the last 
of the Congress, had put out one bulletin 

& one circular, the latter announcing that
they are thinking of giving it up because no 
one apart from the exiles & both ORAs writes 
to them.For international relations, this is 
a great pity, but it’s understandable. The 
case of the Danes is typical: nine of them 
were at Pans : great people to talk to , 
thoroughly pissed off with the antics of the 
exiles. None of them could speak French, but 
most could speak English. Their requests for 
English translation were often,but not always 
ignored. No wonder they didn’t write to the 
CRIFA.

It was they, *and specifically the FAIb, who 
stymied.the entire congress by attacking the 
Cuban delegation, not.ideologically at first, 
but on a personal level, an elementary mistake 
one would have thought. This quarrel (one of 

the Cuban delegates had visited the wrung 
Syndicalists, breakaway from the FAI, when 
in Spain: this got hopelessly mixed mp with 
accusations that the Cuban report presented 
to the Congress was reformist) occupied no 
less than 2 of the 4 days of the Congress. x 
Requests from the Anglo-saxons for next bus
iness were repeatedly ignored by the chair
man, who would not call a vote, even at our 
request. A commission was set up to ’judge’ 
the Cubans, consisting of exiles and Latin 
Americans, who, not surprisingly, censured 
the Cubans. Thus the exiles kept control of 
the congress, but the congress itself, add- 
itionall troubled by French quarrels which 
were not its province, foundered. In keep
ing with the shell it had become, the exiles 
voted that the Italians take over the CRIFA. 
This largely means Marzocchi, who was the 
only Italian speaker during this conference, 
remarkable considering there were round half 
a dozen Italian delegates - all young - 
there with him. My remarks about Marzocchi 
should not be taken as a personal attack on 
him^ for he is personally very easy to get 
on with, and has a fine antiFascist record, 
but her does unfortunately typify many of 
the 

The second point is one which
to eradicate on our part, but
of solution, inasmuch as many
being engaged in active — and
struggle themselves, have similar problems to 
ourselves,.and many of them are of similar age 
to ourselves (noticeable, for instance in the 
numerous French delegationsthey had three, 
for reasons which will be clear from the Fren
ch section below, and the Italians, and the 
Latin Americans). The first problem is more 
serious, that of the age gap, for it is here 
that communications are extremely difficult. 
The exiles feel they have little to learn,and 
only one of them is really active in his own 
country, the Italian Marzocchi, who is now one 
of the Italians running CRIFA. The rest are 
exiles who cannot separate the present from 
the past; Federica Montseny, who attended the 
Paris Congress, is a prime example, and her 
history will be well known to you from the Sp
anish Civil War» Their psychological depend
ence on international meetings reveals itself 
in a struggle to keep held of the organisation 
o-f the international movement, such as the 
CRIFA

the hippy/underground culture, and

HM, . 
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directed against it may well seem 
incredible,but to date I have recieved 
no information which would make me 
doubt them.The leading group in the 
FAF is,& has been for some time,the 
Groupe Louise Michel in Paris,in which 
the leading light is Maurice Joyeux (he 
clashed with ohn-Bendit at the Carrara 
Congress). Together with the Groupe 
Kropotkine & the Groupe Agniere, they 
are the FAF in Paris. The FAF paper, 
”Le Monde Libertaire” publishes a 
short (by our standards) list of pro
vincial groups, but the le 
but the latter seem to have little in
fluence (allegedly little interest) in 
the formation of FAF policy.There are 
accusations from thr other French gro 
groups of close links of the FAF 
especially Joyeux & other leading 
lights)with the Force Ouvrier,which 
has swung to the Right along with the 
Socialist Party,with which it has 
traditionally associated in the past 
(the formerly Christian CFDT is gen
erally held to be considerably to the 
Left);links are also allegded with 

, the Masons.While these accusations 
may well be true,I have not enough 
information to give^a definite view.

The rest of the French 
movement is largely made up J groups 
which have walked out of the FAF,& 
these fall into two main groups,firtlv 
the ORA,who,in reaction to the ideolo 
gigal swamp of the FAF(similar to the 
AFB,but with considerably more power, 
eg a monthly pape r-ab ove-& de facto 
control of a bookshop,Librairie Publ
ico),have set up a very tight organis 
at ion,of which you will have heard 
something at York.Organisationally 
between these two focal points are the 
Tribune Anarchiste Communiste,& a 
number of autonomous groups,some on 
th-: , u -•'» * V ed, i n c 1 udi n g
some in Paris round a second bookshop, 
also the UFA (Union Federale Anarchiste 
JTne movement is also shot through with 
personal quarrals,yetnnumbers are not 
insignificant-two monthly newspapers, 
with a possible circulation of I6,ooo 
& at least two bookshops in Paris.The 
splits and personality quarrals were 
§olng on before May 1968, and have con 
tinued unabated since .What the May 
events did was to increase enormously 
the numbers involved.

I should say
something about the Strasbourg affair 
as this throws light on the reasons 
for the attitudes of some of the non-

i

FAF groups.In theory,the Librairie 
Publico is under.control of the FAF 
annual conferance,which alone can hire 
& fire its manager.For some time,the 
Groupe Louise Michel seems to have 
been doing this.When it became appar
ent that the GLM wanted rid of the 
Present incumbentthe Groupe Voline in 

^Strasbourg proposed the calling of a 
special conference,only to learn that 

2weeks later that she had been turfed 
out by the GLM.As the Groupe Voline 
had at a previous FAF conference been 
mandated to prouduce the internal 
bulletin,they not unnaturally decided 
to include some of their own stuff on 
this issue.In March this year,one of 
the GV members gave a critique of the 
FAf at a Strasbourg group meeting. 
Incredibly there appeared a commando 
from the Paris FAFin Strasbourg,which 
went to the house where most of the 
stencils were ready & seized them 
along with other ready material,& took 
them away.This information is based 
on material from Strasbourg.The Groupe 
Voline have since left the FAF.It 
could be a put up job,but I don’t 
think so.
CONCLUSION.
What I have been doing.

After an init
ial period of difficulty due to non
receipt of material which lasted up 
to March,lam behindhand with both 
contacts A trans1 ations.Laurens Otter 
is dealing with the American stuff,my 
myself with the rest.We must decide 
whether to go to the CRIFA conference 
at Carrara early next year.I suggest 
yes but it should be held in Northern 
Europe,perhaps Holland or Germany. 

. . I
sent out.Stoke Newington 8 pamphlets 
to France,Italy,Belgium,Norway,Denmark 
and Germany at North London ORA’s
re quest. No feedback yet. .

Finally I sug
gest we send a token contribution to 
CRIFA.I don’t agree with them but they 
are performing a service of intemat- 
tional relations.! will send £2 from
the ORA funds unless I meet violent (?) 
opposition.
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